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With School Zone Flash Cards, 1 to 100 is not such a long way. To your little one, counting all that

way seems like such a long journey. You can help make it fun and educational at the same time by

introducing numbers in a number of different ways. These flash cards also help your child

understand the difference between even and odd numbers. Work with counting cards to help your

child develop the skill of counting by 2s, by 5s, and by 10s. The journey to 100 isn't all that far when

there are so many fun ways to learn how to get there!Perfect for home or school! Ages 4 and up.
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For over 35 years, School Zone has been an innovator in children's educational products. School

Zone offers a wide range of educational resources for every curriculum.

I've purchased several flash card packages from School Zone now, and they're just great! The

cards are about the same card stock as playing cards, with one side shiny/laminated and the other

side not. One thing I noted was that despite the "flimsiness" of the cards that other reviewers

mentioned, these cards can take a beating - my two toddlers have bent, squashed, and thrown

around these cards and amazingly none of them have torn! Even if they did, for less than $2 a pack,

it's not a problem. The shiny side on the 0-100 Flash card set features numbers 1-50, while the dull

side features the numbers 51-100 in a soft red color. This pack also includes a parent teaching card,



a game idea card, a list of odd and even numbers, and a count by 2, 5, and 10 card.We bring these

cards with us when we go to restaurants for the kids to learn while waiting - it definitely keeps them

busy until our entrees arrive! Highly recommended!

This pack includes 50 cards, with 1-50 on one side and 51-100 on the other. There are also extra

cards with odd and even numbers listed, as well as cards with numbers counting in 2s, 5s, and 10s

(ex: 5, 10, 15, 20). The visuals make it a lot easier to explain counting in the various ways.My main

reason for getting this pack was to help my son remember his numbers up to 100. It's easy for him

to count to 31 because he has seen those numbers on the calendars around our house, but we

don't use the bigger numbers very often. I thought if he learned to count up to 100, it would make it

easier for him to count change, when learning about money.I love the School Zone flashcards. We

also haveÂ Picture Words Flash CardsÂ andÂ Beginning Sight Words Flash Cards. The flash cards

are usually part of 's 4-for-3 promotional sale.

Finally flash cards with JUST numbers on it. No pictures WITH the number to confuse the child.

Perfect my my autistic 5yr old son to practice his numbers with. No frill designs and very easy to

read, he has actually gotten better with his numbers because of these cards!!Pros:No frilly

designsEasy to readClear numbersColors aren't too brightCons:I wish I could find an easier was to

keep them all together!Overall:A wonderful purchase that I was happy to make.

These cards a good quality, and do provide numbers up to 100. I like the fact that they are printed

with coordinated colors for the numbers 1 to 50 -- the numbers ending in 1 are all the same color

border, etc. However I was disappointed that there are only 50 cards; numbers 51-100 are on the

flip sides. That doesn't make it easy to teach counting by tens or to compare numbers. Also, 51 to

100 are all bordered with red, so grouping isn't as easy, and the red side is not laminated. Truthfully,

I use my flashcards I bought at the dollar store instead.

Pretty good set of flashcards.

Came just as described.

I expected to receive 100 cards but I only received 50 cards since they printed in both sides.
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